Communicate effectively, as demonstrated by...

- Proficiency in oral, written & technological interactions, through active listening and constructive dialogue.
- Thinking and responding critically, expressing and exchanging ideas through oral or written communication.
- Appropriate social and interpersonal skills to successfully connect in a global society.

Have positive relationships, as demonstrated by...

- Using ethical principles for character development:
  1) honesty       2) integrity       3) promise keeping       4) loyalty       5) concern for others       6) law abidance
  7) respect for others       8) fairness       9) pursuit of excellence       10) accountability
- Having pride and respect of self and others.
- Creating an atmosphere that is supportive, nurturing, and caring.

Incorporate critical thinking skills, as demonstrated by...

- Using knowledge and reasoning effectively to make sound decisions.
- Using flexible thinking strategies when coping with change, stress, and transition.
- Using technology as a research tool to complete goals.

Learn to respect differences, as demonstrated by...

- Contributing to the success of the group.
- Respecting, understanding and listening with an open mind to the contributions of all cultures.
- Developing opportunities to work with others in a variety of settings.

Develop into responsible, well-rounded and productive citizens, as demonstrated by...

- Being socially responsible.
- Being Individually accountable.
- Being proactive and informed citizens.